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knight rider is an american entertainment franchise created by glen a larson the core of knight rider is its three television
series the original knight rider 1982 1986 and sequel series team knight rider 1997 1998 and knight rider 2008 2009 knight
rider is an american action crime drama television series created and produced by glen a larson the series was originally
broadcast on nbc from september 26 1982 to april 4 1986 michael knight is a crimefighter with a supercar named kitt who
battles the forces of evil with the help of a mysterious benefactor imdb provides cast and crew information episode guide
trivia reviews and more for this tv series welcome to the official home of knight rider on youtube a shadowy flight into the
dangerous world of a man who does not exist michael knight a young loner on a knight rider created by dave andron with
justin bruening deanna russo paul campbell smith cho a former army ranger an fbi agent and a young woman search for the
culprits who want the crime fighting car kitt in the series premiere las vegas police detective michael arthur long is shot in
the face and left for dead before being rescued by dying millionaire wilton knight the chairman of knight knight rider is an
american television series that ran from september 26 1982 to april 4 1986 the series was broadcast on nbc and starred
david hasselhoff as michael knight a modern day knight who drove an advanced car called k i t t with artificial intelligence
while fighting crime michael knight is staying at a beach house with the daughter of newly elected president of the south
american country of san marada his assignment is to protect both her and her father a young woman named micki
overhears the conspirators plot to assassinate el presidente and is thrown off a cliff in the series premiere las vegas police
detective michael arthur long is shot in the face and left for dead before being rescued by dying millionaire wilton knight the
chairman of knight watch clips and episodes of the classic 1980s show knight rider starring david hasselhoff and kitt a crime
fighting car find out more about the cast the show and the merchandise on nbc com knight rider wiki is a freely editable
database for all things knight rider the original series the new nbc series kitt michael knight and more michael knight a
former police officer is given a high tech car named kitt by a wealthy inventor he uses kitt to fight crime and evil on behalf of
a foundation watch episodes trailers cast and reviews of this classic action adventure show michael long an undercover
police officer is shot while investigating a case and left for dead by his assailants he is rescued by wilton knight a wealthy
dying millionaire and inventor who arranges life saving surgery including a new face and a new identity that of michael
knight michael knight helps to break a criminal out of jail against his wishes in order to halt the detonation of a minotaur
bomb when the escapee refuses to cooperate knight and kitt become fugitives of the law themselves knight rider is a classic
action series starring david hasselhoff as michael knight who fights crime with the help of his talking car kitt learn more
about the show its creators cast and where to watch it online a fan site for the classic and modern knight rider series
featuring news cast episodes cars comics games and more learn about the history characters and legacy of the show and its
creator glen a larson from knight rider season 4 episode 1 knight of the juggernaut the foundation accident more the new
and improved kitt car takes down the juggernaut and makes an arrest on the runway the first season of knight rider an
american television series debuted on september 26 1982 and ended on may 6 1983 it aired on nbc the region 1 dvd was
released on august 3 2004 knight rider had a two hour premiere on nbc airing at 8pm on sunday night knight rider is one of
the best remembered and most beloved shows to come out of the 1980s enjoy the 10 highest rated knight rider episodes
according to imdb what s your favorite knight rider ナイトライダー naito raidā is a racing video game for the nintendo
entertainment system that is very loosely based on the television show of the same name
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knight rider wikipedia May 14 2024 knight rider is an american entertainment franchise created by glen a larson the core of
knight rider is its three television series the original knight rider 1982 1986 and sequel series team knight rider 1997 1998
and knight rider 2008 2009
knight rider 1982 tv series wikipedia Apr 13 2024 knight rider is an american action crime drama television series created
and produced by glen a larson the series was originally broadcast on nbc from september 26 1982 to april 4 1986
knight rider tv series 1982 1986 imdb Mar 12 2024 michael knight is a crimefighter with a supercar named kitt who
battles the forces of evil with the help of a mysterious benefactor imdb provides cast and crew information episode guide
trivia reviews and more for this tv series
knight rider official youtube Feb 11 2024 welcome to the official home of knight rider on youtube a shadowy flight into
the dangerous world of a man who does not exist michael knight a young loner on a
knight rider tv series 2008 2009 imdb Jan 10 2024 knight rider created by dave andron with justin bruening deanna russo
paul campbell smith cho a former army ranger an fbi agent and a young woman search for the culprits who want the crime
fighting car kitt
knight rider season 1 episode 1 nbc classics youtube Dec 09 2023 in the series premiere las vegas police detective
michael arthur long is shot in the face and left for dead before being rescued by dying millionaire wilton knight the chairman
of knight
knight rider knight rider fandom Nov 08 2023 knight rider is an american television series that ran from september 26
1982 to april 4 1986 the series was broadcast on nbc and starred david hasselhoff as michael knight a modern day knight
who drove an advanced car called k i t t with artificial intelligence while fighting crime
knight rider tv series 1982 1986 episode list imdb Oct 07 2023 michael knight is staying at a beach house with the
daughter of newly elected president of the south american country of san marada his assignment is to protect both her and
her father a young woman named micki overhears the conspirators plot to assassinate el presidente and is thrown off a cliff
knight rider original show intro nbc classics youtube Sep 06 2023 in the series premiere las vegas police detective michael
arthur long is shot in the face and left for dead before being rescued by dying millionaire wilton knight the chairman of
knight
knight rider 1982 nbc com Aug 05 2023 watch clips and episodes of the classic 1980s show knight rider starring david
hasselhoff and kitt a crime fighting car find out more about the cast the show and the merchandise on nbc com
knight rider fandom Jul 04 2023 knight rider wiki is a freely editable database for all things knight rider the original series the
new nbc series kitt michael knight and more
knight rider tv series 1982 1986 the movie database tmdb Jun 03 2023 michael knight a former police officer is given
a high tech car named kitt by a wealthy inventor he uses kitt to fight crime and evil on behalf of a foundation watch episodes
trailers cast and reviews of this classic action adventure show
knight rider watch tv show streaming online justwatch May 02 2023 michael long an undercover police officer is shot while
investigating a case and left for dead by his assailants he is rescued by wilton knight a wealthy dying millionaire and
inventor who arranges life saving surgery including a new face and a new identity that of michael knight
knight rider tv series 1982 1986 episode list imdb Apr 01 2023 michael knight helps to break a criminal out of jail against his
wishes in order to halt the detonation of a minotaur bomb when the escapee refuses to cooperate knight and kitt become
fugitives of the law themselves
knight rider rotten tomatoes Feb 28 2023 knight rider is a classic action series starring david hasselhoff as michael knight
who fights crime with the help of his talking car kitt learn more about the show its creators cast and where to watch it online
welcome to knight rider online Jan 30 2023 a fan site for the classic and modern knight rider series featuring news cast
episodes cars comics games and more learn about the history characters and legacy of the show and its creator glen a
larson
the new and improved kitt knight rider youtube Dec 29 2022 from knight rider season 4 episode 1 knight of the juggernaut
the foundation accident more the new and improved kitt car takes down the juggernaut and makes an arrest on the runway
knight rider season 1 wikipedia Nov 27 2022 the first season of knight rider an american television series debuted on
september 26 1982 and ended on may 6 1983 it aired on nbc the region 1 dvd was released on august 3 2004 knight rider
had a two hour premiere on nbc airing at 8pm on sunday night
the top 10 best episodes knight rider youtube Oct 27 2022 knight rider is one of the best remembered and most beloved
shows to come out of the 1980s enjoy the 10 highest rated knight rider episodes according to imdb what s your favorite
knight rider 1988 video game wikipedia Sep 25 2022 knight rider ナイトライダー naito raidā is a racing video game for the
nintendo entertainment system that is very loosely based on the television show of the same name
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